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Q1. (u) i. Define the terms'Supremum' and'Infi,murn'of a non-empty subset of IR..

ii. State the compieteness property of lR, and use it to prove that every non-

empty bounded below subset of lR. has an Infimum.

(b) Prove that an upper bound u of anon-empty boundbd above subset,S of lR. is

the Supremum of S if arid only if for every . > Ojtn.re exist an n €,9 such

that n>u-e.

(c) Find the Supremum and Infimum of the set 1

s:[2/ 
'1\ \ I

., r;(t -#): ne N) i

State what is meant by a sequence of real numbers (r,) converges to a limit a.

Prove that every convergent sequence of real numbers is bounded.

State the Monotone Conuergent Theorem

Let 11 :1 and r,r-p1 :InQrr+21 for all n € N.

i. Show that (r") is strictly increasing sequence.

ii. Show that rr, ( 2 for all n e N.

iii. Does the sequence converge at all? Justify your ansrrer.

(u)

(b)

(.)



a) Define the following terms:

i. a subsequence of a sequence;

ii. Cauchy sequence.

State and prove the Bozano-We,iierstrass Theorem.

Prove that a sequence (nr) ofreal numbers is cauchy if and onty ir it is cc

vergent .

(d) Let (a') and (b") be two cauchy sequences and c,, : lan - b,l.show that (c

is a Cauchy sequence.

(b)

(.)

Let f : lR -+ lR be a function. Explain what is meant by the function / haq

limit l(e lR) at a point a(e R).

lIf 
"tg" 

f (*): /, then show that ]ry.|f @l : lll..Is tle converse true? Justi{

youranswer. 
. , _ 

I

Let f , g, and h be three real-valued functions defined,on A c lR . Assume thj

for all r e A,we have 
If(r)<s(n)sh(r) ) I

and that for rs € -4 we have jgp, f @): .1ry"h(*):.1. 
proJtn*t 

I'r' "'",,* n(r).i.lL I]g"o@):t' 
I

:::: :: :::, :::1],.., 
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func,i.n, is c.n,inu.",,,l
point /a/ in its domain. I
Let f : lR -+ IR. be such that I

r(*):t f ;: :::,, I
Provethat, liscontinuo*"";O 

I

(c)
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(b)
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(b) Prove that if a function f , lo,b] ---+ IR. is continuous on [4, b], then it is

boiinded on [4, b].

(c) State the Intermed,i,ate Value Theorem and use it to show that the equation

2:r2(r+2)-| : 0 has a root in each of the intervals (-2, -1), (-1,0) and (0' 1).

(u) i. Define what it means to say that the real-valued function / is differentiable

at a point'o' in its domain.

ii. Prove that every differentiable function is continuous. Is the converse true?

Justify your answer.

b) State the Mean-Value Theorem and use it to prove

r<sin-l ".ffi, V*S(0"1).
Vr-*:

c) Suppose that / and g are continuous on [o, b] diferentiable on (o, b) and

g'(n) l0 for all r € (o,b). Prove that there u*iri6 c e (a,b) such that

f(u)-f(o) -f,'(,)
s(b) - g(o) g'(c)' l

,'
.t


